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世界に拡げよう弁理士ネットワーク
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 Under the current government launched in December 2012, Japan's economy isࠉ

overcoming deflation and is going ahead toward recovery.

 As known around the world, Japan's growth strategy intends to enforce industrialࠉ

competitiveness by accelerating innovation in order to achieve robust economic growth, 

thus corresponding to this economic situation. It also regards the creation, protection and 

utilization of intellectual property as strategically important issues.

 Moreover, those fierce changes with regard to intellectual property all over the worldࠉ

require global IP management :  explosive increase in application (over 800 thousand in 

a year) in China, movement toward establishing IP system in Asian countries, 

enforcement of compulsory license of generic drugs in India, legal revision such as the 

Innovation Act following the shift to first-to-file system, progress toward establishing a 

unitary patent and a unified patent court in Europe.

 In order to deal with these international trends swiftly and appropriately, we, Towaࠉ

International Patent Firm Group, are challenging to provide relevant and sophisticated IP 

services globally. 

 In particular, strong business relationship and friendship with patent attorneys aroundࠉ

the world constitute a network of attorneys lasting over 40 years since our establishment, 

functioning so effectively as to swiftly and properly combine skills both in the countries 

where basic application is made and in designated foreign countries and to solve problems 

of IP as if employees were stationed in each country. We believe this network produces 

satisfactory results for inventors and applicants in the countries where basic applications 

are made.

 Our group would like to welcome more attorneys and enlarge our network, thusࠉ

confronting contemporary significant issues of global IP activity.

　


